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Ted Eisenberg

Mathematician
Mathematics Educator

Making Sense
Railing against Behaviourism
Aesthetics of Mathematics

Aesthetic Blindness
“Getting Things Right”

This presentation:
making sense of mathematical reasoning & proof,
as it develops throughout our lives through

Perception, Operation & Reason
on to Mathematical Proof.
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The Sensori-Motor Language
of Mathematics

Bruner: enactive, iconic, symbolic

Conceptual Embodiment
(enactive, iconic) perception & action, thought experiments

arithmetic

logic

Operational Symbolism
actions as symbolised objects that can be mentally manipulated

Axiomatic Formalism
set-theoretic definition and formal proof

                   

Detailed analysis and relationships with many other theories in:
ICMI Handbook on Proof and Proving
How Humans Learn to Think Mathematically (CUP forthcoming)
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The Development of
Reasoning and Proof

Reasoning and Proof

evolve in both Embodiment and Symbolism
developing through Euclidean definition and proof

& in symbolic proof based on observed properties of 
arithmetic, recast as ‘rules’ as a basis for deduction

and are restructured in Axiomatic Formalism
in terms of set-theoretic definition and formal proof.

These need to be analysed in much greater detail.
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Van Hiele theory in Geometry

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Rigor

Practical Space & Shape

Theoretical Euclidean Proof

Formal Mathematical Proof

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭
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Van Hiele theory in Geometry

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Rigor

Visual

Theoretical

Descriptive

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭

(Theoretical)
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Van Hiele theory in Geometry

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Rigor

Visual

Definition & Construction (QEF)

Descriptive

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭ Euclidean Proof (QED)

Hilbertian Proof
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Van Hiele theory in General

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Rigor

Practical Mathematics

Theoretical Mathematics

Formal Mathematics

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭
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Process - Object Theories

Mathematical Operations are symbolised and 
conceived as mathematical objects that can 
themselves be operated upon.

APOS Theory
Action - Process - Object - Schema

Operational leading to Structural 
Process is condensed, routinized, then reified as an object

SOLO Taxonomy
Uni-structural - Multi-structural - Relational - Extended Abstract

Procept Theory
Procedure - Multi-procedure - Process - Procept
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Process - Object Theories

These theories begin with actions/operations
that become objects that have structures.
APOS Theory starts with Actions.
Operational conceptions usually come before Structural.

APOS Theory
Action - Process - Object - Schema

Operational leading to Structural 
Process is condensed, routinized, then reified as an object
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Process - Object Theories

Expert
View

Top-Down

Learner’s
View

Bottom-Up

actions on objects
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Two forms of compression

Learner’s
View

Bottom-Up

The operations performed are always performed on 
existing objects.
This gives two possibilities:

Embodied 
compression

Symbolic
compression

1. Focusing on the objects and
   the effect of the operations.

2. Focusing on the operations
   and the resulting symbolism.
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Two forms of compression

Embodied 
compression

one
five

four

two
three

two three

‘two & three
is five’

count-all
count-both
count-on

count-on-from larger

(two)  (three)

(five)

Procedure
(as embodied action)

Equivalent
Procedures Effect Embodiment

of Effect

 Compression from action to embodied object

one five

four

two three

one five

four

two three

one

five four

two

three

‘five’

Procedure
(as embodied action)

Equivalent
Procedures Effect Embodiment

of Effect

 Compression from action to embodied object
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Two forms of compression

Sense of relationshipsFocus on procedures
Spectrum of performance

Embodied 
compression
Focusing on the effects of the actions on the objects   
it is easy to see that 4+2 is the same as 2+4 or that              
3 rows of 2 is the same as 2 rows of 3.

Symbolic
compression
4+2 by count on from 4 to get ‘five, six’ is different from
2+4 as ‘three, four, five, six.’

Embodied compression gives a sense of the relationships.

Procedural Conceptual
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Two forms of compression

Embodied 
compression
Focusing on the effects of the actions on the objects   
it is easy to see that 4+2 is the same as 2+4 or that              
3 rows of 2 is the same as 2 rows of 3.

Symbolic
compression
4+2 by count on from 4 to get ‘five, six’ is different from
2+4 as ‘three, four, five, six.’

Sense of relationshipsFocus on procedures

Embodied compression gives a sense of the relationships.

&
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Long-term Pleasure and Pain

Richard Skemp 1979

Goal

confidence

pleasure unpleasure

frustration

Anti-Goal

security

fear relief

anxiety

The goal of making sense of mathematics gives pleasure 
and confidence and willingness to tackle new problems.
Lack of success for a confident person causes frustration 
and renewed effort to succeed.
Failure can lead either to the goal of procedural 
competence which can have its own success
or the anti-goal of avoiding failure and anxiety.
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Supportive & Problematic Met-befores

A met-before is ‘a cognitive structure we have now 
as a result of experiences met before.’
Analysing successive mathematical topics, e.g.
• whole number arithmetic,
• fractions with new properties (e.g. equivalence),
• signed numbers (including negative numbers),
• real numbers (including irrationals),
• infinite decimals that cannot be precisely calculated,
• complex numbers (with imaginary parts),
there are supportive met-befores that encourage 
generalization and problematic met-befores that 
impede progress which have consequences ...
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Supportive & Problematic Met-befores

Supportive and problematic met-befores cause a 
continuing bifurcation between the increasingly 
smaller number of students who cope with the 
generalizations, often by having a sense of structure 
to guide their ideas
and those immersed in rote-learnt procedures that 
impede each future development and cause them 
to seek procedural competence as a default.
This affects teachers as well as learners.
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Having a sense of relationships

The long-term growth of mathematical thinking is 
enhanced for those who have a ‘sense of relationships’ 
that guide their thinking.
Embodied compression can give a sense of 
relationships.
This can lead to
• a  focus on meaningful perception,
• a blending of embodiment and symbolism,
or
• a sense of relationships between operations.
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Having a sense of relationships

The long-term growth through embodiment, 
symbolism and reason can, if successful, lead to:
Embodiment:
flexible relationships in geometry, e.g. a triangle with  
2 equal sides is also a triangle with 2 equal angles.
Symbolism:
flexible relationships between numbers as procepts, 
e.g. 2+4, 4+2, 3+3, 2x3, 3x2 are all ‘the same’.
Formalism:
flexible relationships in formal mathematics, e.g. for an 
ordered field there are several equivalent definitions 
of completeness that give the same structure.
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Crystalline concepts

Working definition:  A crystalline concept is a 
concept that has an internal structure of constrained 
relationships that cause it to have necessary 
properties as a consequence of its context.
platonic objects in geometry
procepts in operational symbolism
defined concepts in axiomatic formal mathematics
In the long-term development of mathematical 
thinking, properties are first recognized, then 
described, then they are defined in a way that can be 
used for the deduction of consequences that one 
property implies another.
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Structural abstraction and proof
in embodiment, symbolism  & formalism

of properties in a given context

of properties as a basis for deduction

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭ of theorems using proof

(Euclidean, Algebraic, Formal)
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Structural abstraction and proof
in geometry

Practical Geometry:
Space and Shape

Theoretical Geometry:
Definition & Construction
Euclidean Proof

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Structural abstraction and proof
in arithmetic

Practical experience
in arithmetic

properties of operations & numbers

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭ theorems in arithmetic
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Recognition

Description

Definition

Deduction

Structural abstraction and proof
in algebra

generic properties
of operations in arithmetic

‘rules’ of arithmetic

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭ algebraic proof
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Recognition

Description

Structural abstraction and proof
in axiomatic formalism

of properties in a given context

of properties as a basis for deduction

⎫
⎬
⎭

⎫
⎬
⎭ of theorems using formal proof

Definition

Deduction
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Van Hiele levels and proof

Structural abstraction and proof
in axiomatic formalism

often presented mainly as:

⎫
⎬
⎭

Definition

Deduction

of properties as a basis for deduction

of theorems using formal proof
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Structure Theorems

Formal Mathematics deduces certain 
theorems that reveal structure

An equivalence relation can be embodied 
as a partition.

A finite dimensional vector space over F 
is isomorphic to Fn.

A complete ordered field is uniquely the 
real number line and decimal numbers.

A finite group is isomorphic to a group of 
permutations.
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Structure Theorems

Formal Mathematics deduces certain 
theorems that reveal structure

Consequence: A structure theorem 
shows that an axiomatic structure has 
embodied/symbolic representations.

At the highest level, formalism leads 
back to embodiment and symbolism, 
now supported by formal proof.
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The full structure

FORMAL

EMBODIED

Axiomatic Formal

Embodied
 Formal

Set-theoretic Definition        Mathematical Proof

Axiomatic Geometry

Non-Euclidean Geometry

Euclidean Proof

Definition

Description

Perception

Recognitionperception

Plato

Hilbert

Practical
Mathematics

Theoretical
Mathematics

Formal
Mathematics

reflection

Embodied
Proof
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The full structure

FORMAL

EMBODIED
SYMBOLIC

(Procedural/
Proceptual)

Formal proof
based on

Set-theoretic Definition

Algebraic Proof
based on definitions &
algebraic manipulation 

Finite Proof by Induction
using the Peano Axioms

Definitions
based on

 generalized arithmetic

Generic Proof
arising from

specific pictures
and specific calcuations

Potentially infinite
Proof by Induction

General Algebra

Specific Arithmetic

Generic arithmetic

   1   +    2   + ... +   n
+ n   + (n–1)+ ... +   1

(n+1)+ (n+1)+... + (n+1)

     1  +  2 + ... + 100
+ 100+99 + ... +     1

   101+101+... + 101

Specific Picture

Generic Picture

Formal
Mathematics

Practical
Mathematics

Theoretical
Mathematics

Set-theoretic Definition        Mathematical Proof

Axiomatic Formal

Proof that the sum of the first n whole numbers is ½n(n+1)

Symbolic
Proof
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The full structure

Problems

Possibilities

Conjectures

Formal
Proof

Mathematical
Research

THEORETICAL
SYMBOLIC

THEORETICAL
EMBODIED

FORMAL

BLENDING
EMBODIMENT
& SYMBOLISM

Axiomatic Algebra and Analysis

Topology

Axiomatic Geometry

Set Theoretic Definition & Formal Proof

Euclidean &
Non-Euclidean

Geometry

MatrixAlgebra

Algebraic proof

Symbolic

Calculus

and so on
ad infinitum ...Category Theory

Set Theory Logic

Limits ...

etc ...

FORMAL
MATHEMATICS

with formal objects
based on

formal definitions

THEORETICAL
MATHEMATICS
with definitions

based on
known objects
and operations

Formal

Natural

Formal
Proof

Procedural
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The full structure

PRACTICAL
MATHEMATICS
with experiences

in shape & space

& in arithmetic

THEORETICAL
MATHEMATICS
with definitions

based on
known objects
and operations

FORMAL
MATHEMATICS

with formal objects
based on

formal definitions
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The full structure

PRACTICAL
MATHEMATICS
with experiences

in shape & space

& in arithmetic

THEORETICAL
MATHEMATICS
with definitions

based on
known objects
and operations

FORMAL
MATHEMATICS

with formal objects
based on

formal definitions

FORMAL

EMBODIED
SYMBOLIC

Axiomatic
Formal

Embodied
Formal

Symbolic
Formal

Embodied
Symbolic

Blended
Formal

(Procedural/
Proceptual)

Euclidean Proof Rule-based Proof

Operation

Set-theoretic Definition
& Mathematical Proof

Plato

Hilbert

perception

Acti
on

Problems

Possibilities

Conjectures

Formal
Proof

Embodied Modelling
& Symbolic Operation

Mathematical
Research

whole numbers

fractions

rationals

reals

integers
Perception

Freehand drawing

Description

Euclidean Definition
& Construction

Blending
visual & symbolic

Multiple
Representations

Generic Picture

Specific Picture

Number

Specific Arithmetic

Generic Arithmetic

General Algebra
using observed ‘rules’

Description

Recognition

 Proof
Definition

Description
Recognition

Embodied
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Symbolic
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Formal
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Operational
Symbolic

operational
abstraction

structural/formal
abstraction

Proof
Definition
Description
Recognition

Long-term growth of
Mathematical Thinking

& Proof

Blending Formalism with
Embodiment & Symbolism

reflection

Flexible Procept
Process
Procedures
Action

etc…

Proof

Definition

Description

Recognition

Proof

Definition

Formal Objects

based on

Formal

Definitions

Theoretical

Definitions

based on

Known Objects

algebra
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The full structure

FORMAL

EMBODIED
SYMBOLIC

Axiomatic
Formal

Embodied
Formal

Symbolic
Formal

Embodied
Symbolic

Blended
Formal

(Procedural/
Proceptual)

Euclidean Proof Rule-based Proof

Operation

Set-theoretic Definition
& Mathematical Proof

Plato

Hilbert

perception

Acti
on

Problems

Possibilities

Conjectures

Formal
Proof

Embodied Modelling
& Symbolic Operation

Mathematical
Research

whole numbers

fractions

rationals

reals

integers
Perception

Freehand drawing

Description

Euclidean Definition
& Construction

Blending
visual & symbolic

Multiple
Representations

Generic Picture

Specific Picture

Number

Specific Arithmetic

Generic Arithmetic

General Algebra
using observed ‘rules’

Description

Recognition

 Proof
Definition

Description
Recognition

Embodied
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Symbolic
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Formal
Crystalline
Concepts

in Knowledge
Structures

Operational
Symbolic

operational
abstraction

structural/formal
abstraction

Proof
Definition
Description
Recognition

Long-term growth of
Mathematical Thinking

& Proof

Blending Formalism with
Embodiment & Symbolism

reflection

Flexible Procept
Process
Procedures
Action

etc…

Proof

Definition

Description

Recognition

Proof

Definition

Formal Objects

based on

Formal

Definitions

Theoretical

Definitions

based on

Known Objects

algebra

THEORETICAL
MATHEMATICS
with definitions

based on
known objects
and operations

FORMAL
MATHEMATICS

with formal objects
based on

formal definitions

PRACTICAL
MATHEMATICS
with experiences

in shape & space

& in arithmetic
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